This project is curated by Dr. Kayla Renée Wheeler and was inspired by Prof. Najeeba Syeed, #BlackInMSA, and Muslim ARC. The goal of this project is to provide teachers, professors, researchers, journalists, and people interested in learning more about Islam with resources on Black Muslims to promote a more inclusive approach to the study of Islam. If you would like to contribute to this project, post your recommendations on Twitter using #BlackIslamSyllabus or email me at kaylar824@gmail.com. If you would like to support efforts to transform the syllabus into a website that will include author video interviews, book reviews, and a more accessible layout or thank me for my labor, please donate: paypal.me/kaylareneewheeler

Islam in the Americas


Hishaam Aidi, “Jihadis in the Hood: Race, Urban Islam and the War on Terror” *http://www.merip.org/mer/mer224/jihadis-hood*


James L. Conyers, Jr. and Abul Pitre (editors), *Africana Islamic Studies* (2016)

Ashon Crawley, Peace in Sapelo: On Black Islam and Black Christianity”, *Hampton Institution*, *http://www.hamptoninstitution.org/peace-in-sapelo.html#.WGmHCbsrK03*


Asad el Malik, *Bismillah & Bean Pies: How Black Americans Crafted an Islamic Expression through Nationalism* (2016)

*Expressions of Islam in Contemporary African American Communities*, The Fourth Annual Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Islamic Studies Conference (April 7-8, 2012)


Aliyah Khan, *Far from Mecca: Globalizing the Muslim Caribbean* (2020)

Manning Marable and Hishaam Aidi (editors), *Black Routes to Islam* (2009)


**Enslaved Africans**


Sultana Afroz, “The Role of Islam in the Abolition of Slavery and in the Development of British Capitalism”, *The American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences*, 29/1, pp. 1-29

Muhammad A. Al-Ahari (editor), *Five Classic Muslim Slave Narratives* (2011)


Precious Rasheeda Muhammad, “An African Muslim Prince Goes to Boston in 1828”


John Ralph Willis (ed.), *Slaves and Slavery in Muslim Africa* (1985)

### The Moorish Science Temple of America


**Nation of Islam**


Mattias Gardell, *In the Name of Elijah Muhammad: Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam* (1996)


Louis Lomax, *When the Word is Given* (1963)


Elijah Muhammad, *How to Eat to Live, Book 1* (1967)
Elijah Muhammad, *How to Eat to Live, Book 2* (1972)

Elijah Muhammad, *Message to the Blackman in America* (1973)


Elijah Muhammad, *Yakub (Jacob): The Father of Mankind* (2002)


Warith D. Muhammad, *As the Light Shineth from the East* (1980)


Malcolm X (also see Biography section)

https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/malcolm-sudanese-200318141328025.html


Donna A. Auston, “UPenn: The Legacy of Malcolm X”
http://donnaauston.com/upenn-the-legacy-of-malcolm-x/

Magnus O. Bassey, Malcolm X and African American Self-Consciousness (2005)


Louis Lomax, To Kill a Black Man (1968)

Theresa Perry (editor), Teaching Malcolm X (1995)

Randy Roberts and Johnny Smith, Blood Brothers: The Fatal Friendship Between Muhammad Ali and Malcolm X (2016)


**Five-Percent Nation/Nation of Gods and Earths** (also check “Music” section)


Ahmon J. Keiler-Bradshaw, Voices of the Earth: A Phenomenological Study of Women in the Nation of Gods and Earths (2010), *Master’s thesis*

Michael Muhammad Knight, “The Five Percenters: Between Afrocentrism and Islam”
https://vimeo.com/41310986


http://comp.uark.edu/~tsweden/5per.html
**Dar ul-Islam Movement**


**Sufism**


Anne K. Bang, *Islamic Sufi Networks in the Western Indian Ocean (c. 1880-1940): Ripples of Reform* (2014)


Youssef Carter, “History and Memory in the Muslim Community of Moncks Corner,” Maydan (July 11, 2017)


Early Muslims


Nehemia Levtzion and J.F.P. Hopkins (eds.), *Corpus of Early Arabic Sources for West African History* (2011)

Ahmad Mubarak and Dawud Walid, *Centering Black Narrative: Black Muslim Nobles Among the Early Pious Muslims* (2017)


Dawud Walid, “Why Centering Muslims Who were ‘Black’ in Early Islamic History Matters”, *Al-Madina Institute* (Feb. 10, 2016) http://almadinainstitute.org/blog/why-centering-muslims-who-were-black-in-early-islamic-history-matters/

Diasporic Linkages


Hishaam Aidi, “‘Let Us Be Moors’: Islam, Race and ‘Connected Histories’”, *Middle East Research and Information Project*, 229 http://www.merip.org/mer/mer229/let-us-be-moors


Beth Buggenhagen, Muslims Families in Global Senegal: Money Takes Care of Shame (2012)

Donald Martin Carter, States of Grace: Senegalese in Italy and the New European Immigration (University of MInnesota Press, 1997)


Ousmane Oumar Kane, *The Homeland is the Arena: Religion, Transnationalism, and Integration of Senegalese Immigrants in America* (Oxford University Press, 2011)


Bruce Riccio, “Transnational Mouridism and the Afro-Muslim Critique of Italy”, *Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies*, 30/5 (2004), pp. 929-944


Marja Tiilikainen “Somali Women and Daily Islam in the Diaspora”, *Social Compass*, 50/1 (2003), pp. 59-69

**Islam on the African Continent**


Pade Badru and Brigid M. Sackey (editors), *Islam in Africa South of the Sahara: Essays in Gender Relations and Political Reform* (Scarecrow Press, 2013)


Conerly Casey, “‘Marginal Muslims’: Politics and the Perceptual Bounds of Islamic Authenticity in Northern Nigeria”, *Africa Today*, 54/3 (Spring 2008), pp. 67-92


Sarah Eltantawi, *Shari'ah on Trial Northern Nigeria's Islamic Revolution* (2017)


Shamil Jeppie and Souleymane Bachir Diagne (editors), *The Meanings of Timbuktu* (2008)


Graziano Kratli and Ghislaine Lydon (editors), *The Trans-Saharan Book Trade: Manuscript, Arabic Literacy and Intellectual History in Muslim Africa* (2011)


Noah Salomon, *For Love of the Prophet: An Ethnography of Sudan’s Islamic State* (2016)


Dorothea E. Schulz, *Muslims and New Media in West Africa: Pathways to God* (2011)


---

**Education**


Mbaye Lo and Muhammed Haron (eds.), *Muslim Institutions of Higher Education in Postcolonial Africa* (2015)


Geert Mommersteeg, *In the City of Marabouts: Islamic Culture in West Africa* (Waveland Press, 2011)


David Owusu-Ansah; Abdulai Iddrisu; and Mark Sey; *Islamic Learning, The State and the Challenges of Education in Ghana* (2013)


Black Muslim Thought


Jamil Al-Amin, Revolution by the Book: The Rap is Live (1993)

Noble Drew Ali, The Holy Koran of the Moorish Science Temple of America (1927)


Louis Farrakhan, A Torchlight for America (1993)


Sherman Jackson, Islam and the Problem of Black Suffering (2014)

Ousmane Oumar Kane, Beyond Timbuktu: An Intellectual History of Muslim West Africa (Harvard University Press, 2016)


Imam W. Deen Mohammed, And Follow the Best Thereof (2013)

Imam W. Deen Mohammed, Diversity in Al-Islam (2015)

Imam W. Deen Mohammed, Healthy Consciousness in Society (2016)

Imam W. Deen Mohammed, Wake Up to Human Life (2012)


http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/michael-mumisa/black-history-and-the-int_b_8281948.html


Zaid Shakir, Scattered Pictures: Reflections of an American Muslim (2007)

Dorrit van Dalen, There is No Doubt: Muslim Scholarship and Society in the 17th-Century Central Sudanic Africa (2015)

**Identity Formation**

Cawo M. Abdi, Elusive Jannah: The Somali Diaspora and a Borderless Muslim Identity (2015)


Leena Habiballa, “Seeds of Sudanese Identity: Unsettling the Logic of Racialisation”


Kiri Rupiah, “Authentically Black, Authentically Arab-A Roundtable on Afro-Arab Identity”, *Afripop*! (Feb. 4, 2016)

Ikhlas Saleem, “There’s Nothing Regular About Being Black and Muslim in America”, *Buzzfeed* (June 25, 2016)
https://www.buzzfeed.com/ikhlassaleem/the-hybrid?utm_term=.iaZ50p3G1#.gyyaYXAeN


**Black Muslim Women**

Sara Aceves, Ain’t I a Muslim Woman? African American Muslim Women Practicing “Multiple Critique” (2010)
http://scholarship.claremont.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1037&context=pomona_theses


Margari Aziza, “The Politics of Black Hair and Hijab”
http://www.altmuslimah.com/2015/12/10365/


Jamillah Karim, *American Muslim Women: Negotiating Race, Class, and Gender within the Ummah* (2009)


Jan-Therese Mendes, *Exploring Blackness from Muslim, Female, Canadian Realities: Founding Selfhood, (Re)Claiming Identity and Negotiating Belongingness within/against a Hostile Nation* (2011)


Elisha P. Renne (editor), Veiling in Africa (2013)


Abdoulaye Sounaye, “‘Go Find the Second Half of Your Faith with these Women!’: Women Fashioning Islam in Contemporary Niger”, The Muslim World, 101/3 (July 2011), pp. 539-554


Amina Wadud, “Hajar: Of the Desert”

Sexuality and Gender


Erin Augis, Aïcha’s Sounith Hair Salon: Friendship, Profit, and Resistance in Dakar”, Islamic Africa, 5/2 (Fall 2014), pp. 199-224


Rudolf Pell Gaudio, Allah Made Us: Sex Outlaws in an Islamic African City (2009)


Joseph Hill, “Picturing Islamic Authority: Gender Metaphors and Sufi Leadership in Senegal”, *Islamic Africa*, 5/2 (Fall 2014), pp. 275-315


Azmat Khan and Amina Waheed, “Meet America’s First Openly Gay Imam” 


Gwendolyn Zoharah Simmons, “Are We Up to the Challenge? The Need for a Radical Reordering of the Islamic Discourse on Women” in Omid Safi (ed.), *Progressive Muslims; On Justice, Gender, and Pluralism* (2006)


Amina Wadud, Qur’an and Woman: Rereading the Sacred Text from a Woman’s Perspective, 2nd ed. (1999)

**Constructions of Race and anti-Blackness**

[https://storify.com/deonthebrain/getting-started](https://storify.com/deonthebrain/getting-started)

Imam Luqman A. Ahmad, Double Edged Slavery: How African American Muslims Have Been Colonized (2016)

Sumayya Ahmed, “Islam is a Black American”, ISLAMiCommentary (Dec 11, 2015)

Syed Mustafa Ali, Towards an Islamic Decoloniality--Seminar 2 of 3
[https://www.academia.edu/6760988/Towards_an_Islamic_Decoloniality_-_Seminar_2_of_3](https://www.academia.edu/6760988/Towards_an_Islamic_Decoloniality_-_Seminar_2_of_3)


John Austin, “How to be Black and Muslim in ‘Post-Racial’ America”, Beacon Broadside (Feb. 2014)

Maria Khwaja Bazi, “Black Muslim Americans: The Minority within a Minority”, Fair Observer (Feb. 22, 2016)


#BlackMuslimFuture, [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Ul3i-AViSs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Ul3i-AViSs)

http://www.slate.com/articles/arts/theater/2015/11/why_is_othello_black_understanding_why_shakespeare_made_his_hero_a_moor.html

Moderated by Sylvia Chan-Malik, with Evelyn Alsultany, Su’ad Abdul Khabeer, and Maryam Kashani, “A Space for the Spiritual”: A Roundtable on Race, Gender, and Islam in the United States
https://www.academia.edu/6485271/_A_Space_for_the_Spiritual_A_Roundtable_on_Race_Gender_and_Islam_in_the_United_States

Ruqayyah Daud, “Black in the Muslim Student Association”, Ali Muslimah (Dec 8, 2016)
http://www.altmuslimah.com/2016/12/black-muslim-students-association/?platform=hootsuite

Aisha Gani, “Here’s What Black Muslims Thought of ‘Muslims Like Us’”, Buzzfeed (Dec 19, 2016)

Bruce Hall, A History of Race in Muslim West Africa, 1600-1960 (2011)

Nadira Hangail, “Hamza Yusuf and the Dangers of Black Pathology”, Struggling Hijabi

Isra Amin Ibrahim, “How the Response to Delta Airline’s Islamophobia Normalizes Anti-Black Violence in Muslim Spaces”, Race Baitr (Dec 28, 2016)


Zeba Khan, “American Muslims have a Race Problem”

Makkah, “The Very Serious Function of Racism”
http://makkahmeetslife.tumblr.com/post/134204964827/the-very-serious-function-of-racism
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/islam-and-blackness-a-crossroads_us_57eb4a84e4b07f20da0fe28

Hakeem Muhammad, “Imam Hamza Yusuf & the Compound Ignorance of White Supremacy”, *Patheos* (Dec 27, 2016)

Hakeem Muhammad, “Is Kant better than the Qur’an? A Black Muslim response”, *Patheos* (April 28, 2016)

Michael Mumisa, “Is Al-Qaeda Racist?” *New Statesmen* (July 30, 2010)


Dawud Walid, “History Relating to Muslims and ‘Blackness’”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTX50_Jjez4&feature=youtu.be&a

“What is Muslim Cool-Race Relations-Dr. Su’ad Abdul Khabeer & Moutasem Atiya”, *ImanWire Podcast* (Dec 26, 2016)

Anas White, “A Black Muslim on #MuslimLivesMatter”
http://www.altmuslimah.com/2015/02/a-black-muslim-on-muslimlivesmatter/

**Activism**


https://www.huffpost.com/entry/protest-mahmoud-abdul-rauf-nba-flag_n_5eda77a0c5619004bd7876d

Donna Auston, “Mapping the Intersections of Islamophobia and #BlackLivesMatter”


Joanna Harcourt-Smith, “Ameena Matthews-Full Interview: The Violence Interrupter” [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eahej0jA8WY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eahej0jA8WY)


**Islamophobia**


Hallima Docmanov, “Islamophobia will Never be the New Black, Muslim Girl (Sept 20, 2015) 
http://muslimgirl.net/14170/islamophobia-will-never-new-black/

“Faith in Times of Fear: How Muslim women are coping with backlash after recent events”, Al Jazeera (Dec 8 2015) http://stream.aljazeera.com/story/201512082123-0025108


Jamillah Karim, ““My Cousin Is a Muslim’: Black Families Against Islamophobia”, Huffington Post (Jan 8 2016)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jamillah-karim/my-cousin-is-a-muslim_b_8908934.html

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/suad-abdul-khabeer/us-islamophobia-_b_917134.html

Hind Makki, “Unveiling Fear in a Time of Islamophobia”, Patheos (Dec 4, 2015),


http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sajdah-nubee/a-black-muslim-voice-on-islamophobia_b_8813786.html


Biographies/Autobiographies/Memoirs


Muhammad Abdul-Rauf, Bilal Ibn Rabah: A Leading Companion of the Prophet Muhammad (1977)
C. Naseer Ahmad and Bakri Abedi, A Diamond of Africa: The Illustrious Life of African Ahmadi Sheikh Amri Abedi (2012)

Mohammed Akberali, Biography of Imam Muhammad al Jawad: A Short History of Imam Muhammad al Jawad (2014)


Baqir Shair al-Qarashi, The Life of Imam Muhammad al-Jawad (2001)

Thomas Bluett, Some Memoirs of the Life of Job, the Son of Solomon, the High Priest of Boonda in Africa Who was a Slave About Two Years in Maryland; and Afterwards Being Brought to England was Set Fee and Sent to His Native Land in the Year 1734 (1734)
http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/bluett/bluett.html/


Jean Boyd, The Caliph’s Sister: Nana Asma’u 1793-1865: Teacher, Poet and Islamic Leader (1990)


Joshua Hammer, The Bad-Ass Librarians of Timbuktu and Their Race to Save the World’s Most Precious Manuscripts (Simon & Schuster, 2016)


Hilal Kara and Abdullah Kara, Bilal al-Habashi: An Exemplar of Patience and Devotion (2017)


Malcolm X with Alex Haley, *The Autobiography of Malcolm X*
**Music**

Hisham Aidi, *Rebel Music: Race, Empire and the New Muslim Youth Culture* (2014)

Hisham Aidi, “‘Verily, there is only one hip-hop Umma’: Islam, Cultural Protest and Urban Marginality”, *Socialism and Democracy*, 18/2 (2004), pp. 107-126


Naeem Mohaiemen, “Fear of a Muslim Planet: Hip-Hop’s Hidden History”


Ana Sobral, “‘Unlikely MCs’: Hip hop and the Performance of Islamic Feminism”, *European Journal of English Studies*, 16/3 (2012), pp. 259-271

### Journals, Zines, Newsletters, and Magazines

*African Times and Orient Review*
- Pan-African and pan-Asian journal founded in 1912

*Bilalian News*
- Renamed Muhammad Speaks journal, which was published using this name from 1976 to 1981. Because the content differed in MS and BN, they warrant separate entries.

- A magazine for Muslim women by Muslim women

*The Final Call*
- The official newspaper of the Nation of Islam under Minister Louis Farrakhan
Muhammad Speaks
- Journal founded by Honorable Elijah Muhammad in 1960

Muslim Journal: https://muslimjournal.net/

Nazar: https://nazar.substack.com/people/1441083
- Black Muslims and technology

Somali Semantics: http://somalisemantics.tumblr.com/
- A zine that explores conversations around identity making and diaspora

Virtue Today Magazine: http://www.virtuetodaymag.com/
- Women’s magazine for Nation of Islam members

Websites and Blogs


The Black Muslim Times UK: https://theblackmuslimtimesuk.org/

Brother Jesse Blog: http://brotherjesseblog.com/

Donna A. Auston: http://donnaauston.com/

The Drinking Gourd: https://medium.com/the-drinking-gourd/about

Fit Muslimah: http://fitmuslimah.com/

Hagar Lives: http://hagarlives.blogspot.com/

Hindtrospectives: http://www.patheos.com/blogs/hindtrospectives/

Lampost Education Initiative: http://www.lamppostproductions.com/

Margari Aziza: https://margariaziza.com/

Muslim ARC: http://www.muslimarc.org/

Muslim Girl Journal: https://muslimgirljournal.com/

Muslim Wellness: http://www.muslimwellness.com/
National Black Muslim COVID Coalition: https://www.blackmuslimcoalition.com/

NbA Muslims: http://www.patheos.com/blogs/nbamuslims/

Official Website of Dawud Walid: http://www.dawudwalid.com/

Precious Speaks: http://preciousspeaks.com/

Race + Gender + Faith: http://race-gender-faith.blogspot.com/


Struggling Hijabi: http://strugglinghijabi.tumblr.com/

Truth to Power: A Center of Black Muslim Thought, History and Philosophy: http://www.patheos.com/blogs/truthtopower

We Been Here: https://webeenhere.blog/


Hashtags

#BeingBlackAndMuslim (created by @MuslimARC)

#BlackHijabiChallenge (created by @Nerd_Geek_Ninja with assists from @KeiyAlexis and @Margari_Aziza)

#BlackIftar (created by SamiraImam_)

#BlackMuslim2020 (created by @Margari_Aziza)

#BlackMuslimFuture (created by @MuslimARC)

#BlackMuslimFamily (created by @KameelahRashad)

#BlackMuslimGirlFly (created by @niamalikadixon)

#BlackMuslimHistory (created by Sapelo Square)

#BlackMuslimRamadan (created by @TinyMuslimah)

#BlackMuslimReads (@LaylaAPoulos)
#BlackMuslimSpotlight (created by @krennylavitz)
#BlackMuslimWisdom (created by @MWFNational)
#BlackOutEid (created by @krennylavitz)
#BlackOutJummah (created by @sorryuuh)
#BombBlackHijabis (created by @safuratumbles and @afrohijab)
#JusticeOrElse (created by NOI)
#MuslimCool (created by @DrSuad)
#OurThreeBrothers (created by @TariqToure)
#XSpeaks (created by Nsenga Knight)
#ZoulSoul (created by @HindMakki)

Archival and Digital Humanities Projects

*After Malcolm Digital Archive*, [https://aftermalcolm.com/about-the-project/](https://aftermalcolm.com/about-the-project/)
*Indianapolis Imam Warith Deen Muhammad Community*, [https://ulib.iupui.edu/collections/IWDC](https://ulib.iupui.edu/collections/IWDC)

Poetry and Spoken Word


Emi Mahmoud, “The Colors We Ascribe” (2015) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaWw6-3GrcU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaWw6-3GrcU)

Imam W. Deen Mohammed, *It’s Time We Sing “A New Song”, 75 Select Poems* (2013)


**Anthologies**


Layla Abdullah-Poulos, Fatimah Abdulmalik, and Umm Juwayriyah (editors), *NbA Muslims-Black Muslim Reads* (2020)

**Performance Art**

Su’ad Abdul Khabeer, *Sampled: Beats of Muslim Life*,


**Photography**

Beeta Baghoolizadeh, “Picturing the Other: Race and Afro-Iransians in Documentary Photography”

Andrew Courtney, Guardians of the Mosque: African Palestinians of Jerusalem

Bobby Rogers, “#BeingBlackandMuslim”, [http://bobbyrogers.co/#/beingblackandmuslim/](http://bobbyrogers.co/#/beingblackandmuslim/)


**Radio Shows and Podcasts**

The Black Muslim Girl Podcasat: [https://open.spotify.com/show/3xCkhzpDL6WbccLDvxKF4G?context=spotify%3Ashow%3A3xCkhzpDL6WbccLDvxKF4G&si=Szh3UZxFSZiqTbF3af15Jw](https://open.spotify.com/show/3xCkhzpDL6WbccLDvxKF4G?context=spotify%3Ashow%3A3xCkhzpDL6WbccLDvxKF4G&si=Szh3UZxFSZiqTbF3af15Jw)

The Dope Muslim WOman Podcast: [https://anchor.fm/sabria-mills](https://anchor.fm/sabria-mills)

The Hanif J. Williams Show: [http://www.blogtalkradio.com/hanifjwilliams](http://www.blogtalkradio.com/hanifjwilliams)

HeadRAPS: [https://soundcloud.com/headraps](https://soundcloud.com/headraps)
Identity Politics:  https://soundcloud.com/identity-politics

Mornings with Mubarakah Radio:  http://morningswithmubarakah.com/

The Teachings 2.0:  https://anchor.fm/theteachingspodcast

The Young and Muslim Podcast:  https://www.buzzsprout.com/1099370

Movies, Documentaries, and Television Shows


  ●  The documentary chronicles Adama Bah’s experience with Islamophobia when federal agents raided her home in 2005

Al Nisa: Black Muslim Women in Atlanta’s Gay Mecca (2013)  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_rGU_vCi1s
  ●  “The story of how filmmaker Red Summer brought five women together who sought to establish a community, where there was none, for Black Muslim Lesbians in Atlanta.”

  ●  Biography of Muhammad Ali

Ask A Muslim (2012)  https://www.youtube.com/user/AskAMuslimSeries/about
  ●  Documentary webs series that showcases Black Islam in the US

  ●  Animated film inspired by the story of Bilal ibn Rabah, one of the Prophet Muhammad’s closest companions

  ●  A high schooler has to determine if he’ll continue with the family business or follow his own dreams to attend college

Black and Muslim in Britain (2016-)
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9nJ7cqWZvB2VDdDhQFGCkg
  ●  Highlights the histories, cultures, and challenges of Black Muslims in UK

  ●  Focuses on an enslaved African woman and her fight to return home
**Chrysalis** (2011) [https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLNEXDCzfl4qD81H543iukTcuMBXVv_7MV](https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLNEXDCzfl4qD81H543iukTcuMBXVv_7MV)
- Story of Jamal, a Muslim man in Baltimore, who balances his life as a young father and drug dealer

- Focuses on the final year of Malcolm X’s life

**Hip Hop Hijabis** (2015) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kSh6bobLTU&noredirect=1](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kSh6bobLTU&noredirect=1)
- Documentary on British rap duo

- Biography of Muhammad Ali, starring Muhammad Ali

**Jinn** (2018) [https://www.jinnfilm.com/](https://www.jinnfilm.com/)
- “A shape-shifting, pepperoni-loving black teenage Instagram celebrity converts to Islam. Here’s what happens.”

**Journey to Timbuktu** (2013) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdxJ0tqF09g](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdxJ0tqF09g)

- Experimental documentary focusing on the day that Muhammad Ali visited a British Yemeni Community in 1977

**Malcolm X** (1992)
- Spike Lee Oscar nominated movie

- “Amid a strict Muslim rearing and a social life he's never had, Tariq enters college confused. New peers, family and mentors help him find his place, but the 9-11 attacks force him to face his past and make the biggest decisions of his life.”

- A 20-something Black Muslim woman tries to rebuild her broken marriage before her iddah ends.

**Naz and Maalik** (2016) [http://www.nazandmaalik.com/#!/about/cdyi](http://www.nazandmaalik.com/#!/about/cdyi)
- Two closeted Black Muslim teens deal with FBI surveillance

**Prince Among Slaves** (2014)
- Documentary on Abdul Rahman Sori narrated by Yasiin Bey
- Documentary about the prison industrial complex through a Muslim lens

- The story of Alex Haley’s family, starting with his African Muslim Ancestor, Kunta Kinte

- Remake of the 1977 movie

Sleeper Cell (2005-2006)
- A Muslim FBI agent goes undercover to infiltrate a sleeper cell in the U.S.

The Siddi, An African Community in India
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UD7sp-L9IUk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UD7sp-L9IUk)

The Trials of Muhammad Ali (2014)
- The story of Muhammad Ali inside and outside of the ring

Timbuktu (2014) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cs2dYAlbINY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cs2dYAlbINY)
- The story of a family’s life during the occupation of Timbuktu, Mali by the Ansar Dine

- “When straight arrow FBI agent Roy Clayton heads up the investigation into a dangerous international conspiracy, all clues seem to lead back to former U.S. Special Operations officer, Samir Horn.”

What’s My Name: Muhammad Ali (2019)
- Two-part HBO documentary on Muhammad Ali’s boxing career and activism

- CNN special report on Malcolm X’s death